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Like many estuarine cities London (England) has chosen to meet the
threat of potentially severe coastal flooding by investing heavily
in tidal flood barriers, levees and similar engineering structures.
Dntil the lower Thames barrier is completed in 1982 the city will
rely on warning, evacuation and emergency relief programs to offset
threatening floods. Weaknesses in both short and long term measures
for coping with flooding in London and elsewhere are elaborated
and alternatives reviewed.

In recent years there has been a shift in U.S. public opinion and
government policy away from almost total reliance on engineering
structures for coastal protection to a healthy appreciation of the
merits of non-structural alternatives such as land use management and
hazard insurance. For example, barrier islands that were once routinely
"New Jerseyized" - as Orrin Pilkey describes the endless emplacement
of groins and bulkheads - are gradually being accorded more even-
handed treatment. This comes in the form of Presidential Executive
Orders encouraging comprehensive environmental management; federally
sponsored coastal zone management plans and flood insurance schemes;
and state or local programs which allow for semi-continuous beach
nourishment, improved emergency preparedness, anticipatory post-
disaster redevelopment plans, public purchase of hazardous areas and
similar initiatives.

To a greater or lesser extent many of the same trends can be observed
in other nations. Coastal zone planning is becoming a significant
activity in a growing number of maritime states (Szekields and Breuer,
1976). Yet, however bright the promise of these non-structural
approaches to hazard mitigation, they are no panacea for much of the
world's coasts. This is particularly true for large metropolitan areas.

The world's urban population is disproportionately located on or near
its coastlines. In general, the larger a city, the more likely it
will have a coastal location. Five of the six largest metropolitan
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areas occupy coastal settings. Fifty-five percent (55%) of urban
areas with populations in excess of 1 million are situated directly
on oceanfronts. Moreover, in a diverse array of nations the fastest
and largest growth of population occurs in and around coastal cities
(e.g.. United States, Japan, Brazil, Australia, Ghana). Such places
contain large, permanently established concentrations of human lives
and economic investments that cannot readily be abandoned or moved
elsewhere in the face of increasing hazard. In cities as varied
as San Francisco and Rio de Janeiro, New Orleans and Venice, Providence
and Manila, Boston and Tokyo, London ana Hong Kong, Hamburg and Sydney,
existing waterfront areas are being conserved, renewed and redeveloped
while populations expand onto lands formerly avoided because of
flooding, instability or other natural hazards. This growth in loss
potential is often accompanied by negative changes in the physical
characteristics of the hazards themselves. In view of these pressures
major coastal cities face great difficulties in selecting effective
hazard management systems.

This paper examines the experience of one major metropolitan area -
London - with one type of coastal hazard - tidal flooding. It implies
that both the problems and the responses of London are symptomatic of
situations confronting metropolitan coastal hazard managers in an
increasing number of places, and that there is a relatively narrow
range of alternatives that might be followed - though none which
generate much optimism in the immediate future. Finally, this study
suggests that very much more innovative strategies for coping with
hazard are necessary if coastal cities, especially cities in the
developing world, are not to build themselves into positions of
potential catastrophe.

TIDAL FLOODING IN LONDON

The Historic Record

London has suffered from tidal flooding at least since the 13th
century (Greater London Council, 1970). The city lies at the end of
two natural funnels formed respectively by the North Sea and the
Thames Estuary (Map 1). Severe storms which enter the North Sea by
way of the broad opening between Scotland and Norway generate surges
which progressively grow in height as they move south. Water piled
up ahead of the storm is first constricted between the coasts of
Britian and mainland Europe and again further confined as it moves
up the lower river Thames (Pollard, 1978). Typically, a depression
might raise water levels by a foot as it moves over the continental
shelf off northwest Scotland. By the time the surge enters the
North Sea it will have grown to approximately 2 feet. Thereafter,
its height increases rapidly, perhaps reaching 7 1/2 feet above normal
in the Thames estuary. In 1953 a surge of 10 feet was recorded and
at other times even larger increases up to 16 feet have been noted-
When combined with normal high tides this is sometimes enough to
overtop the sea defenses of London. Over the last two centuries
that system of embankments and walls has been repeatedly raised and
strengthened to meet this threat. It is an unending task because
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southeast Britian is sinking isostatically and tectonically by 1 foot
per century, because there is a worldwide rise in sea level, and
because the clay soils of the London Basin are also compacting and
subsiding relative to the sea (Greater London Council, 1970). In
addition, dredging of the lower Thames for navigation improvement
has permitted greater volumes of water to penetrate further upstream
and a combination of industrial growth and estuarine dykes has reduced
the capacity of the downstream flood plain to absorb major surges.

During the floods of 1834 highest tides at London Bridge reached
about 15 feet above Ordnance Datum. By 1881 they topped 16 feet,
and by 1928, they surpassed 17 feet. Shortly thereafter all river
walls were raised to a new statutory defense level of 17.33 feet.
However, flood levels continued to increase. When the disastrous
North Sea floods of 1953 took 300 lives in Britian, London was spared
inundation by the failure of downstream defenses and by a sudden
shift in winds that steered the surge onto the Dutch coast (Pollard,
1978). Nonetheless, water lapped at the top of central London's
embankments for several hours. As a result, sea defenses were again
modified. By 1972, a new statutory defense level was set at 19.02
feet. During the winters of 1976 and 1978 water again lapped at the
tops of the sea walls (Fig. 1). Although the city escaped signifi
cant damage the event was widely regarded as an ominous portent.

FLOOD DAMAGE POTENTIAL

If the embankments and river walls fail during a future surge, what
are the likely effects? About 45 square miles of central and eastern
London would then be inundated (Map 2). This area includes 15 major
power stations; the city's major sewage pumping stations and treatment
works; commercial gas plants; water purification facilities; several
large hospitals; many port side industries, warehouses and docks; a
wide range of major administrative buildings - including the Houses
of Parliament; the central section of London's subway system (i.e. 70
stations and 46 miles of track); and the homes of about 1 million inner
city residents. The economic costs of direct damages to buildings
and structures would total $6 million. This does not include the
toll of lost lives - one scenario suggests 100,000 - injuries, mental
anguish, disruption of industrial production, unemployment and many
other impacts, not the least of which would be the numbing effect of
such a strategic catastrophe on national life.

Clearly, the flood damage potential of London is both large and
increasing. Since the floods of 1953 the government of the United
Kingdom and the Greater London Council have convened a series of
investigatory committees and technical panels; they have appointed
special consultants; funded research on hydraulic modeling, navigation
and coastal engineering - all in an attempt to find a more permanent
solution to the flood problem. In consultation with local governments
they have also devoted much attention to flood warning schemes,
evacuation management and emergency preparedness planning.
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From the outset, however, structural approaches to flood protection
have been emphasized. By 1958 the major choice was seen as either
general elevation of existing river defenses or construction of a
massive river barrier between strengthened embankments downstream
from central London. The first alternative was judged undesirable,
partly because it was a costly, incremental response that would
eventually require further modification; partly because the technical
problems of raising some river walls were extremely difficlut; but,
especially, because much of the public amenity value of the river
Thames would be destroyed by closing it off from view and access
behind tall concrete barriers. In a city as aware of tourism,
amenity and landscape as London, this is a telling argument.

THE FLOOD BARRIER SCHEME

To many, a downstream river barrier is simpler in conception, more
technically feasible, less obtrusive and seems to hold out the
possibility of permanently curing urban flooding. Several sites and
barrier designs were proposed, investigated and rejected in the
decade between 1958 and 1967. Eventually, in the autumn of 1969 a
barrier plan was formulated, although Parliamentary approval had to
wait until August 1972. The chosen strategy includes several engineering
features. The main element is a moveable tidal barrier, 8 miles
downstream from central London. This 1500 foot long structure is to
be equipped with steel gates that lie flat on the river bed to permit
easy ship passage, but can be raised within 15 minutes to bar a storm
surge 30 feet in height. Downstream levees are being strengthened
to the same standard of protection as the barrier, and river walls
along the very high risk sections of the Thames upstream from the
barrier are being raised as an interim emergency measure. Completion
was originally scheduled for 1978 but is now anticipated by December
1982 (New Yorker, 1979).

Public officials are confident that the finished scheme will afford
London at least a century of protection. Their most pressing worry is
that serious flooding will occur before that time. (This concern is
shared by other observers and it prompted Britian's most striking
example of a disaster novel, which was among the national best sellers
in 1978 (Doyle, 1976). As a result, they have spent several years
improving emergency warning and preparedness procedures.

FLOOD WARNING SYSTEMS

The flood emergency office in London is linked to the national Tidal
Warning Service via telephone and teletype communications. This
system of tidal gauges stretches from northern Scotland to the mouth
of the Thames. As a surge moves into the North Sea it is first
measured in the Outer Hebrides Islands 14 hours before it is due to
reach London. Calculations of expected flood heights are begun and
predictions improved as data from more southerly gauges become available.
Six hours before an expected flood the London flood warning system
goes on standby. This occurs about 30 times a year, usually between
August and April (interview with M.J. Taylor, 1978). Four hours
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before high water, the Greater London Council contacts mass media
and government offices and broadcasts a flood warning. Three hours
later, as the surge reaches the mouth of the Thames, a signal is
sent to the Metropolitan Police Headquarters, informing them that
s.irens may be sounded throughout the flood risk area. At the same
time, the Emergency Control Center is activated as the base from which
London government will operate during the flood. It is located north
of the river 40 feet above expected maximum flooding.

The objective of the warning system is to give populations at risk
sufficient time to leave the affected area or to seek safe shelter
within it. Thus, the Metropolitan Police have been instructed to
close key roads and tunnels at specific times and to channel traffic
out of the flood zone. At the four hour warning stage the London
Transport Corporation is requested to stop incoming traffic and to
remove all vehicles at risk. Human services agencies with responsi
bility for the elderly, handicapped, sick, young children or other
special target groups maintain lists of names and addresses to be
contacted directly for emergency evacuation. In most affected London
boroughs informational leaflets about the flood warning system have
been distributed to all households. Similar articles are periodically
published in local newspapers (personal communication, H.G. Lewis,
Lambert, 1978). Business owners receive special posters detailing
steps they should take to protect their employees. A poster map of
the risk area of Greater London is prominently displayed throughout
the city. At first glance the system appears comprehensive and
foolproof. However, it is, in fact, subject to many uncertainties.

Perhaps its most reliable element is the Tidal Warning Service. Tide
gauge readings and meteorological forecasts are combined in a series of
formulae which predict expected flood heights with an average error
of + 6 inches. However, on occasion these predictions have varied
from actual conditions by + 6 feet!I Further, it is possible that
a severe storm could pass quickly over central England rather than
entering the North Sea further north, thus causing water levels to
rise much faster than normal and reducing warning times to only a
few hours.

The flood service does not broadcast 4 hour warnings at night when
radio and television stations are not operating. Since it is assumed
that people may be safer at home than travelling to work or school,
this is not thought of as a serious deficiency. However, that
assumption has not been substantiated. With possible flood depths
of up to 20 feet, old housing stocks, many ships and barges on the
river, many elderly residents, nearby oil refineries and toxic
chemical industries, there are at least grounds for concern.

Perhaps the most damaging flaw in London's flood warning system is
its dismal record in practice. Sirens were last extensively tested
throughout the flood area in 1974. The results were not encouraging.
Many residents did not hear them and most others did not know what
to do. It is estimated that only about 10* of the population recog-
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nized the warnings and acted appropriately. Emergency coping plans
are to some degree as hoc since the developing pattern of a spreading
flood cannot be closely predicted. Once over its banks, the Thames
is likely to eat away the rear side of the floodwalls where the oldest-
and weakest - sections of dyke are to be found, causing them to
collapse away from the river. Thus, multiple entry points for large
volumes of water would be created. Further, although topography
is likely to be a general controling factor, water may be channeled
by street patterns and subway tunnels in ways at variance with such
considerations. Nor is the river wall system an unbroken line of
defense. Individual firms are permitted to open gates to gain access
to barges and ships. Although owners can be heavily fined for leaving
gates open, it is recognized that there are chronic offenders who
could jeopardize the integrity of the walls by failing to close these
gaps. Finally, London possesses no significant plans for post-disaster
redevelopment and recovery.

In summary, the city of London relies for flood protection on its
short run ability to predict and warn of storm surges and to evacuate
or other wise care for populations at risk. Although greatly improved
in recent years, this system is far from perfect. The city's long
term strategy is tied to a single, technological fix - the tidal
flood barrier. This is an adjustment fraught with risks. Equally
sturdily constructed bridges and causeways have been immobilized for
months by ship collisions (e.g. Hobart, Tasmania; Chesapeake Bay
Bridge and Tunnel). The Thames has been known to freeze in severe
winters. The effects of floating ice jammed against the gate supports
or a solid cover of ice on the river do not appear to have been included
in test calculations. Although the electrical power needed to operate
the gates have several backup systems, there is no guarantee that
they could not be neutralized. As was demonstrated by the Three Mile
Island nuclear accident, the possibility of human error must always
be considered in complex technologies. Beyond the question of whether
such a barrier might work lie other issues. Presumably, an ostensibly
safe London could begin to develop low lying land that had previously
been avoided. This has happened very frequently in similar situations
elsewhere. Such changes further increase the loss potential if a
surge does break through. They also commit governments to invest
even more in added protection during the future. Finally, very little
is publically said about the economic and amenity costs which downstream
communities must bear by raising their own defenses to resist flood
waters diverted to them by the closure of upstream barriers.

INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS

This combination of structural and emergency responses to metropolitan
tidal flooding can be seen around the world. It is the mainstay of
the Dutch Delta Plan. It is the basis of the several plans for pro
tecting Venice (O'Riordan, 1975; Fay and Knightley, 1976; New York Times,
1980). It can be seen in Providence, Rhode Island. A variant is
used in New Orleans, where there is no single downstream barrier,
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but strong reliance on strengthening levees, diverting upstream rivers
and sheltering people in highrise buildings (Wagner and Durabb, 1976)
Hamburg and other estuarine cities have also investigated the possi
bility of such barriers. Until recently they were a regular feature
of Corps of Engineers hurricane plans in the eastern United States.
Although barriers are not generally feasible in large oceanfront
cities, the principle of reliance on structural defenses and evacua
tion predominates on most hazardous urban coastlines.

ALTERNATIVE PROTECTION STRATEGIES

What are the alternatives to structural defenses, warning systems and
evacuation? Different communities might simply bear the losses;
they could devise economic merchanisms for spreading losses (e.g.
insurance systems); they could floodproof individual buildings; and
they could develop land use controls that would discourage occupance
of hazardous areas.

At the London scale, loss-bearing is the least desirable option.
Insurance schemes merely spread the losses - at least in the initial
years of operation. However, they have also been known to increase
loss potential by relieving owners of the economic uncertainty
surrounding loss of their property, and thus indirectly encouraging
them to occupy or remainin vulnerable places. Furthermore, the burden
of flood costs in London and most other cities falls on major indus
tries and commercial properties which can usually affort to insure them
selves in the private market and thus circumvent land use control
aspects of subsidized schemes like the U.S. National Flood Insurance

Program. Building codes and other devices can successfully be used to
encourage flood proofing of individual structures but they require
close monitoring, rigorous enforcement and periodic review. Nor do
they help to reduce losses incurred by utility lines, roads and other
infra-structure components. It is also difficult to see how zoning
and other land use controls can work to reduce potential losses among
existing urban structures. So little underdeveloped open space re
mains to be allocated in most large coastal cities that there is
little room for such initiatives until after a disaster has occurred.

Unless policy makers can be persuaded to find new ways of reducing
populations and investments at risk to hazard, cities like London
seem to possess no significant alternatives to heavy reliance on
large scale structural defenses and comprehensive warning and evacua
tion systems. Inasmuch as complex technologies are themselves prone
to failure (e.g. Teton Dam; Three Mile Island reactor; New York
electricity blackouts), it is imperative that warning and evacuation
systems be fashioned to a high degree of effectiveness. This is
clearly not so in London. In the United States it is also increasingly
questioned whether such systems as we now posses can cope with warning
and evacuation of people at risk from hurricanes or earthquakes in
urbanized areas. While a complete review of hazard warning and evacua
tion systems is long overdue, it is widely suspected that the United
States may be approaching the limits of human action in this field.
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This is not a subject which lends itself to easy solutions. It does
seem possible to reduce the cost of coastal hazards in areas like

barrier islands and other summer resort communities by adopting
ecologically, aesthetically and socially sensitive non-structural
measures. Whether the same can be said of urban shores is still an

open question.
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Managing Trans-Frontier Coastal Resource Problems in
International Boundary Areas: the Dutch-German Experience

by
Brian J. 0'Sullivan*

Abstract

Compared to domestic issues, international coastal
resource management problems have received little
attention in the recent environmental affairs
literature. In certain respects, however, these
trans-frontier problems pose just as great, if not
more complex, planning and management challenges
as those emerging at national and subnational
levels. Paralleling the increased scale and
intensity of such regional disputes, moreover, is
the fact that demands for cooperative institutional
arrangements to promote effective conflict resolu
tion have also escalated. This paper summarizes
the Netherlands-West Germany experience in managing
trans-frontier environmental concerns in the Ems-
Dollart estuary, an international ecosystem com
prising their North Sea maritime boundary area.
Particular attention is focused upon the area's
regional setting, its water pollution and harbor
development disputes, and the joint institutional
framework encompassing cooperative efforts to re
solve them.

I. Introduction

Most trans-frontier environmental disputes occurring in boundary
areas along the coast stem from international policy conflicts over
the use of shared marine resources or ecosystems. The geographic
scale, issue complexity and intensity and duration of these disputes
can vary considerably. In particular, a maritime boundary region's
physical setting, resource endowment, and coastal development
patterns represent key dispute components. Generally, the issues
and resolution experiences observed in no two regions are ever alike.
On the other hand, there may be more universality in the broad range
of joint institutional arrangements available for managing trans
frontier coastal resource problems. Such mechanisms, both formal
and informal, include permanent bilateral commissions established

♦Environmental Planning Analyst, Center for Natural Areas,
1525 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.



by treaty, ad-hoc scientific research and data exchange teams,
occasional consultations among cabinetmembers and other govern
mental officials, and alliances of political parties, environmental
conservation groups, and business development interests. Combined
with the propensity for trans-frontier coastal resource issues to
emerge in multiple dispute "web" configurations, this dispersed
institutional framework helps to make maritime boundary areas one
of the most challenging regional contexts for effecting cooperative
environmental management.

This paper summarizes the experience of the Netherlands and West
Germany in confronting each other over two trans-frontier coastal
resource problems and in moving jointly toward the settlement of
those problems. The analysis focuses only upon controversies
relating to surface water pollution and threats to natural wetland
habitat areas due to industrial harbor development. Both of these
environmental concerns are localized within the Ems-Dollart estuary,
an international river basin forming the Dutch-German North Sea
boundary area. To date, neither one has yet been fully resolved.

The organization of materials is as follows: first, a general
overview of study area history, physical geography, and human
settlement patterns is presented; then, the dimensions of coastal
resource disputes regarding water pollution and industrial harbor
development are outlined; finally, the institutional framework for
cooperative Dutch-German conflict management efforts is described,
its performance is assessed, and constraints limiting its future
effectiveness are identified.
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II. Study Area Overview

a. Physical Geography and Ecological Significance

The Ems-Dollart estuary is situated at the North Sea terminus
of a 475 km-long mainland frontier shared by West Germany and the
Netherlands (Figure 1). Along the estuary's southern periphery
lies the Dutch province of Groningen; to the north is the German
Land (state) of Lower Saxony. This coastal zone segment represents
approximately one-fifth of the Wadden Sea, a 10,000 km2 tidal
shallows area stretching from the middle Netherlands through West
Germany on up into southern Denmark. As a trinational resource
region the Wadden Sea is acknowledged as western Europe's largest
and most ecologically significant wetland ecosystem (Wadden Sea
Experts, 1975). The Ems-Dollart is the only international river
basin encompassed by, and integrally linked to, that system; however,
it also happens to be one of the most heavily developed portions of
the Wadden Sea's coastal zone, with a considerable amount of additonal
human activities pending.

The two dominant physical components of the estuary are the Ems
river and the Dollart basin. The Ems, a German water course for
most of its length, first discharges into the northern reaches of
the Dollart south of the port of Emden. Its main channel eventually
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FIGURE 1. Ems-Dollart maritime frontier region.
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branches into eastern and western streams toward the mouth of the

estuary. At this point, approximately 34 km separates the Groningen
and Lower Saxony coastlines; further seaward, these Ems river
channels veer to either side of Borkum, a barrier island situated
at the estuary's gateway. The Dollart, a broad shallow bay, is
the most prominent feature of the inner Ems-Dollart estuarine eco
system. Its present "bulbous" shape stems from severe 14th century
storms which innundated a considerable airount of agricultural land,
particularly on the Dutch side. The Dollart is the major receiver
of fresh waters entering the estuary from the German Ems and Dutch
Westerwoldse Aa rivers; combined with marine tides, it represents
an intensive zone of salt and "sweet" (i.e, fresh) water mixing.

Unlike the outer estuary, in which muddy flats are exposed
twice daily in a limited number of areas, nearly all of the Dollart
basin experiences this hydrographic transformation at low tide.
Similarly, in the absence of an extensive system of inner estuarine
dikes, the Dollart is far more susceptible to occasional North Sea
storm surges. Biologically, it features bottom sediments of extremely
fine particle size which are unique to sheltered bay environments.
These hydrological dynamics and their associated sedimentation
structure are matched by rather rich vegetation within the tidal tran
sition zone itself. The flora here combine to provide an ideal natural
setting for avifauna nesting, migratory nesting, moulting, and
foraging by a diverse variety of wild fowl and wader bird species.
Significantly, Dutch bird censuses have determined that some visitors
utilizing the Dollart (for either short or extended stays) travel
a considerable distance and represent significant portions of entire
annual migratory populations. Wild fowl (i.e., geese and ducks),
for example, originate from all over northwest Europe, the Baltic
region, and northern Russia; at least eleven wader species, mainly
of European) origins, have been noted, although some migratory
visitors come from as far away as north Africa. Among the more
important species in this respect is the wader avccet. Resident
counts taken in late summer and fall have estimated that 75 percent
of the entire northwest European avccet population frequents the
Dollart basin (Wadden Sea Experts, 1975). This species appears
to be well-suited to bay shallows for seasonal foraging in large
part due to an innate physical capacity to feed easily through fine
bottom silt.

In a much broader sense, the Ems-Dollart estuary's ecological
significance is functionally interrelated with resource values of
the trinational Wadden Sea shallows system. In 1975 the Wadden Sea
environmental systemwas first acknowledged by the international
scientific community to be unique in Europe, if not the entire world
(Wadden Sea Experts, 1975). More importantly, attention was finally
drawn to both the supranational dimension of its natural resource
values and the need to conserve and manage those values at a new
level of multilateral cooperation. Eight categories of regional
environmental significance were assigned to the Wadden Sea; most
of these apply equally well to the Ems-Dollart estuary as a bi-
national component of that system: geomorphological, hydrographic,
marine hydrobiological, fish and fisheries, avifaunal, marine mammals,
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botanical and zoological. Conference recommendations focused not
only upon strategies for preserving values for scientific research,
but also for achieving environmentally sound coastal development
compatible with long-term natural habitat protection objectives.
The Ems-Dollart estuary was singled out as posing rather special
resource management problems given its existing levels of human
activities and intense preserves for future coastal-dependent
development. An earlier draft treaty convention on the Wadden
Sea's conservation by the International Union for the Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) had already reiterated many of
those same concerns for this maritime boundary region (IUCN, 1974).
Ironically, however, IUCN also suggested that intensive coastal devel
opment and industrialization might better be "contained" within exist
ing activity areas (such as the Ems-Dollart estuary), largely in the
interests of preserving pristine Wadden Sea environments elsewhere.
The proposed draft treaty has never been formalized.

The Ems-Dollart thus represents an ecologically fragile inter
national estuarine system caught in the middle of a much broader
conservation versus development struggle threatening the entire
Wadden Sea Shallows. In addition, this coastal region is character
ized by an interesting political history and considerable estuarine
development pressures, both of which help to shape the nature of
its trans-frontier environmental disputes.

b. Political-Legal History

Another significant element of the Ems-Dollart maritime frontier
region setting underlying Dutch-German environmental management
concerns is boundary history and politics. For example, beyond an
undetermined point in the Dollart basin off Emden, no mutually
agreed upon seaward boundary exists within the remainder of the
estuary. The controversy over the exact path of this boundary goes
back well before the 15th century. Although a "working" line was
established by treaty in 1963 for navigational maintenance and
shipping facilities planning, neither party has chosen to take the
matter to the International Court for final adjudication. The
Netherlands continues to hold fast to the allegation that the Ems
river thalweg, or main channel, ought to demarcate a marine boundary
denoting territorial waters. West Germany, on the other hand,
contends that an historical title entitles them to sovereignty
over estuarine waters "a horseshoe's throw from the Dutch coast".
Bouchez (1964), a legal historian, has examined in detail the complex
and often confused legal foundations of these conflicting claims
without supporting either position or offering any simplistic solu
tions to the problem. The Netherlands and West Germany have
bickered with each other irregularly ever since their last major
border jurisdiction flareup. That was in 1947 following World
War II territorial reparation demands made by the Dutch. No repara
tion awards were ever concluded in the Netherlands' favor, however.
Modem Dutch and German base maps of the Ems-Dollart vicinity
continue to illustrate their respective, albeit conflicting, stands
on the demarcation issue. In addition, as discussed below, trans-
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frontier environmental concerns regarding German harbor development in
Emden have again aggravated this maritime border altercation.

c. Human Activity Patterns

According to some western European economists and planners,
the Ems-Dollart estuarine boundary area resembles a classic "peri
pheral" or lagging region (Peters, 1975). In both Groningen and
northwest Lower Saxony, the socioeconomic infrastructure is com
paratively underdeveloped and economic growth rates are well below
average figures reported for the nation as a whole. The region
is also somewhat remote geographically from Dutch and German e°™£_
heartlands, i.e., the southwest Randstad urbanization and the ^ "^
dustrialized area, respectively. Unemployment is chronically
high (in places exceeding 11 percent) due to sectoral declines in
agricultural manpower needs unbalanced by job growth in secondary
and tertiary sectors. Also, labor-intensive industries have proven
difficult to attract away from more desirable development areas
situated elsewhere. This includes public as well as private
enterprise.

Recently, however, more aggressive regional economic policies
(both national and supranational) have emerged in many western
European maritime frontier zones such as the study area. Groningen
and Lower Saxony have both become caught up in the desire to alter
regional disparities in their own self interests. Part and parcel
of the more vigorous economic planning atonosphere new evident along
both shorelines of the Ems-Dollart estuary is the encouragement of
coastal zone dependent development, especially industrial port-
related activity.

At present, coastal development in the Ems-Dollart is concentrated
at the inner estuarine urban port waters of Emden in Lower Saxony
and Delfzijl in Groningen (Figure 2). At the mouth of the river basin
the more recently constructed Dutch port of Ems Harbor is just
beginning to accept industrial settlement, but urbanization is
minimal. Delfzijl's growth as a chemical industry center for
the northern Netherlands, a traditionally agricultural area, can
be traced back to 1957. At that time considerable salt and natural
gas finds were made in Groningen (Stichting Werkgrcep Eemsmond,
1978a). At least eight major industrial concerns, including one
aluminum production unit, have located on Delfzijl Port Authority
development lands since then. A number of facility expansions, such
as that involving an Upjohn plastics operation, are currently in
process.

The Dutch Ems Harbor, a construction project conceived long ago
but only completed in the early 1970's, did not blossom overnight
into the regional growth "pole" it was originally intended to be.
However, a conventional power plant has already been raised, and
a roll on-roll off marine freight terminal has opened. Dutch
State Mines (a nationalized enterprise) has also become involved
in consultations and preliminary environnental studies concerning
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FIGURE 2. Estuarine urban development.
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the feasibility of locating a large petrochemical complex at the
harbor. Another pending scheme, but as yet undecided upon, would
designate Ems Harbor as the terminal destination for Liquid Natural
Gas (LNG) tanker ships originating in Algeria. One rationale for
this proposal was the desire to locate high risk maritime activities
(in this case due to risks of tanker or terminal explosions) away
from highly populated areas such as Rotterdam's Europort complex.
The Ems Harbor also continues to be favored as a settlement site
for "dirty" industries due to their exclusion from already polluted
zones by environmental quality regulations. Regardless of these
national development priorities, however, Groningen's comparative
geographic remoteness, combined with industry's reluctance to leave
the southwest and environmental concerns about the adverse regional
impacts of "new" pollution, have served to retard rapid growth of
the Ems Harbor.

Germany's coastal development occurs a short distance across
the Ems-Dollart estuary from Delfzijl, is less extensive and is
concentrated near the port of Enden. Historically, Emden's economic
base has revolved around semi-finished product transshipment, and
ship building and repair; cleaning facilities for crude oil tankers
have expanded greatly in recent years to complement that earlier
maritime tradition. In addition, Volkswagen has a major assembly
plant here linked to direct export marketing, and there is a fairly
large oil refinery connected with the industrial port complex. An
iron ore pellet manufacturing facility is also expected to be com
pleted here sometime in 1980 (Stichting Werkgroep Eemsmond, 1978a).

As far as proposed coastal development along estuarine margins
is concerned, Lower Saxony is looking toward both the expansion
of industrial land uses west of Enden and the construction of a
new harbor facility directly offshore (i.e., soutn) of Emden. The
second of these schemes is by far the most ambitious and controversial.
Conceived in 1973, itentails three main elements: a relocation of
the main Ems river channel south of its. existing course; the
reclamation of an elongated industrial land parcel (+ 560 hectares)
offshore utilizing channel dredge spoils; and the construction of
new and enlarged sluice gates at the western end of this island to
allow ships (100,000 tons and greater) easy access to Emden. The
rationale for the Dollart Harbor, as the project is known, appears
multifaceted. On the one hand, it is intended that Eaden's competitive
advantage for Western European maritime trade will be enhanced;
at the same time, the direct and indirect spinoffs of this expansion
could upgrade the frontier area's lagging economy. The Ems channel
relocation would also significantly reduce, if not eliminate, the
need for expensive dredging to facilitate vessel access into Enden so
navigational maintenance costs would decrease sharply. Last but
not least, the new addition of reclaimed land offers long-term
opportunities for industralization should new unforeseen development
demands arise.

The preceding discussion has demonstrated the geography and
ecological significance of the Ems-Dollart estuary, its entangled
legal history and the present and future liklihood of increased
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coastal development pressures. Assuming all development scenarios
hold, it is conceivable that estuarine industralization here will
at least rival the Rotterdam Europort in area (approximately 3,000
hectares) if not sectoral diversity. So too, however, will environ
mental concerns inevitably accelerate both domestically and inter
nationally. One of these trans-frontier concerns, surface water
pollution, is a chronic problem and a continuing threat. Another
is the possibility that significant estuarine resource values
dependent on Wadden Sea nature conservation could be lost irreparably
through cumulative degradation or catastrophic ecological damage
stimulated by industrial harbor development. Both trans-frontier
issues have already been, and continue to be, the subject of much
consternation between West Germany and the Netherlands. As a conse
quence, a number of cooperative mechanisms have evolved to resolve
these disputes. The next segment of this treatise outlines the
nature of these problems and their conflict management status to date.

111• Binational cmooration in Managing Trans-Frontier Coastal
Resource Disputes

a. Dutch Wastewater Discharge Policies

A persistent environmental quality problem plaguing the Ems-
Dollart region, and one which has aroused a considerable amount of
West German concern over the last 15 years, is that of Groningen's
discharge of untreated wastewaters into the estuary. Historically,
this land-based pollution has had two chronic sources: urban wastes
from the provincial capital (Groningen) which are transported out
to the coast near Delfzijl via the Ems canal; and industrial effluents
generated in eastern Groningen's Fens Colonies (a potatoe starch
and straw paper processing center) which ultimately follow the
prevailing stream and canal drainage pattern into the southern
Dollart basin. More recently, the Fens Colonies problem has taken
on a new dimension, however. A Dutch scheme to construct a pipeline
(the so-called "Smirpijp") to discharge treated wastewaters from
east Groningen into the estuary west of Delfzijl has experienced
a delay in construction; moreover, industrial treatment facility
schedules have lagged, so much so that a certain amount of dirty
discharges continue to enter the Ems-Dollart ecosystem.

Although Germany was well aware (both in a visual and aromatic
sense) of Fen Colonies pollution prior to 1960, it appears that
no formal complaints arose until around 1965. This acknowledgement
of concern coincided with the Netherlands own decision to design
an alternative way of discharging industrial wastes, no matter how
seasonal and indirect, into the Dollart. They appear to have been
less concerned with minimizing estuarine pollution than with alle
viating aesthetically displeasing smells, however. The original
proposal would merely have pumped untreated wastewaters toward the
mouth of the estuary under the assumption that tidal flushing would
take care of organic and inorganic pollutants naturally.

It is unclear exactly how and when Germany first became aware
of those plans. In any case, her opposition raised reservations
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about the Dutch scheme on two grounds: the lack of scientific
data on the natural capacity of the Ems-Dollart to purify itself? and
the futility of attempting to assess, much less minimize, potential
estuarine resource damages likely to affect both countries without
such information. In particular, fears were broached concerning
the health of coastal fishery nursery grounds, marine flora and
fauna, and the bathing water safety off nearby tourist islands in
the Wadden Sea (e.g., Borkum).

These concerns helped to precipitate a joint declaration in 1970
authorizing an ad-hoc bilateral scientific team to further assess
estuarine hydrology relative to water quality problems and to evaluate
the impacts of the above-mentioned discharge scheme. The agreement
was finalized verbally at a meeting between the West German Minister
of the Interior and the Dutch Minister of Traffic and Water Manage
ment (Rijkswaterstaat) in September, 1970. The next two years wit-
nessed an upsurge in cooperative water quality measurements, research,
and data exchanges involving Dutch and German experts; to a lesser
extent, a number of joint biological investigations were also initi
ated. By February, 1972, findings had progressed further to the point
where the Netherlands Rijkswaterstaat minister declared it to be
Dutch policy never again to discharge untreated wastewater (primarily
Fens Colonies) into the estuary. The first phase of Smirpijp,
scheduled for implementation in 1975, was expected to demonstrate
a faithful adherence to that pledge.

Unfortunately, the Netherlands ran into numerous obstacles (both
political and technical) which stalled the construction of industrial
treatment facilities in the Fens Colonies and thus extended the dura
tion of untreated discharges into the Ems-Dollart. The Smirpijp
went on line in December, 1977, but, much to Germany's chagrin,
a new pollution outfall remained along the margins of the Ems-Dollart.
Given the increased trans-frontier cooperation spawned some 10 years
earlier, however, she at least had an established consultative mech
anism for monitoring, and in part influencing, the Netherlands'
wastewater abatement progress. The spirit and sincerity of Dutch ef
forts appears to have mitigated much of the anxiety experienced in West
Germany over the continued, albeit lowered, level of pollution.
Also, additional scientific research has not conclusively demonstrated
any evidence of long-term, irreparable environmental degradation
due to current wastewater discharges originating in the Netherlands.

The prognosis for environmental dispute management in the sphere
of water quality maintenance for the Ems-Dollart estuary is reasonably
optimistic. Frictions are bound to persist as long as untreated
organic and inorganic wastes from Dutch land-based sources find their
way into the lower Dollart basin and outer estuary. However, thanks
to an established, but low-key, institutional pattern of technical
cooperation among experts from both nations, they should be adequately
managed. Spearheading this effort on a continuing basis (since the
early 1970's) is the Dutch National Institute for the Cleansing of
Waters, Germany's Federal Service for Water Science, and Lower
Saxony's own Water Research Bureau. Conraencing in 1977, their joint
expert teams now report annually on the Fens Colonies' wastewater
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problem, and monitor its environmental effects on marine resources;
reports will continue at least until "best practicable" abatement
can be achieved. This new competence should add an additional dimen
sion of cooperation and scientific information to an already impressive
ad-hoc environmental management arrangement.

b. Germany's Dollart Harbor Development Proposal

Earlier on in this paper, the main components of West Germany's
proposal to expand industrial port facilities off Emden were outlined.
This scheme has been in process since 1973, but as of 1979 no firm
decision regarding facility construction has been reached. One major
reason for the delay has been widespread opposition by the Netherlands
on grounds integrating economic, political, and environmental concerns.
First, the Dutch hardly favor another port equipped to compete
with their own Delfzijl and Ems Harbor complexes. Second, due to the
ambiguity surrounding the path of the estuary's international boundary,
they are extremely sensitive to developments nearby which could either
physically intrude on Dutch territorial sovereignty or at least
create a harmful "squatter's rights" - like legal precedent. Final
ly, the Netherlands appear genuinely concerned that hydrological
manipulations, e.g., dredging and filling, of the estuarine ecosystem
could adversely alter tidal processes and perhaps natural resources
of the Dollart basin. It also happens that a national nature pro
tection zone of the highest order, established in June, 1977, lies
in the Dutch Dollart segment just south of the proposed project area.
This zone supports many significant marine resources and is one of
the more permanently undisturbed portions of the entire basin
(Stichting Werkgroep Eemsmond, 1978b).

It has been estimated that offshore construction in the vicinity
could directly reduce the size of this protected area by at least
12 percent (Stichting Werkgroep Eemsmond, 1978b). Other indirect
consequences on the estuarine environment which could occur range
from increased threats of coastal innundation during occasional storm
surges to the widespread transformation of silt and sand deposition
processes. Assuming that coastal industrialization linked to naviga
tional and shipping improvenents keeps pace, moreover, an even
greater number of potential environmental threats may emerge.
These include additional land-based pollution discharges as well as
oil spills due to catastrophic oil tanker groundings or collisions.

Political and economic objections aside, this trans-frontier
environmental dispute centers on the alleged inadequacy of Germany's
preliminary investigations into potential environmental impacts,
both domestic and international. For example, the Dutch are especially
critical of a previous Dollart harbor cost/benefit analysis' failure
to integrate environmental protection versus degradation tradeoffs.
They also question the pursuance of such a major project in an acknow
ledged sensitive area without first conducting much more baseline
data research and ecological monitoring. Some interests in the
Netherlands would like to see this controversy end in having set a
precedent for cooperative environmental impact assessment on an
estuarine-wide basis.
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A number of joint institutional mechanisms, but far too many to
analyze here in detail, are relevant to the task of managing this
coastal development dispute. Some, however, like the bilateral
Ems Catndssion and the Dutch-German Regional Planning Commission
(hereafter D-N Sub-Commttee North) are not equipped with either
the jurisdiction or political clout to participate decisively.
The first of these entities was instituted by treaty in 1960 to
administer consultative procedures involving navigational and hydro-
logical activities in the Ems-Dollart. In 1977, a routine evaluation
of the Dollart harbor scheme by the Ems Commission's combined Dutch
and German delegations approved the project in principle; at the same
time a lack of adequate and more comprehensive environmental data
was acknowledged, especially concerning potential harm to flora
and fauna.

For all intents and purposes, the D-N Sub-Conmittee North never
grappled with the substance of the Dollart harbor issue and merely
facilitated preliminary information exchanges. Despite its 10-year
tradition of cooperative trans-frontier planning in the region, even
this service was reportedly often erratic and at some times impossible
to achieve (Puister, 1977, personal communication).

The Ems-Conmission report, combined with other meetings and discus
sions involving Dutch and German governmental officials, served as
the catalyst for further bilateral consultative arrangements on the
Dollart harbor. In early 1978, an ad-hoc Dutch-German group of
cabinet-level ministers and their expert advisors initiated regular
meetings aimed at resolving trans-frontier environmental concerns.
To date, no significant decisions or negotiations have been finalized.
In the interim, however, a considerable amount of new information
on probable adverse effects upon estuarine ecology has been amassed.
Moreover, the intensity of cooperative environmental planning o« a
regional level has given greater hope to proponents of a comprehensive
international resource management framework for the entire maritime
region.

IV. Summary

The Ems-Dollart maritime boundary region continues to be faced by
a variety of trans-frontier environmental concerns regarding coastal
resources. The fact that surface water pollution disputes appear to
have been managed effectively so far does not insure that thejrwon t
reappear with even greater intensity in the future. The Dollart Har
bor issue's resolution, because it is still a lengthy, evolving pro
cess precludes any performance evaluation at this time.

What is evident, however, is the Dutch-German preference to est
ablish specialized, ad-hoc consultative arrangements for handling
environmental management problems, particularly where critical data
gathering or policy negotiations are involved. In effect, a number
of other cooperative linkages get bypassed at some point in the
emergence of natural resource disputes; the jurisdictional constraints
encumbering many of these arrangements' participation in environmental
affairs seems to encourage their being ignored..-Also, the ad-hoc ap-
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preach reflects the general reluctance of nation-states to surrender
political sovereignty to more permanent decision-making entities con
ceived at the regional level. It appears to be in the national "interest"
to keep such organizations alive only for exchanging information and
generating non-binding reoonroandations.

Promoting mare comprehensive approaches to managing the environment
in maritime frontier regions thus poses a difficult task governed by
many complex "contextual" variables. This paper has overviewed only
a few of these elements ina fairly unique boundary setting. Further
investigations into experiences elsewhere, e.g., the Mediterranean Sea,
might not only increase awareness of coastal resource disputes but also
identify cooperative institutional arrangements meriting comparative
analysis.
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